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Computational spectroscopy of myoglobin and five mutants

Globular proteins contain cavities/voids thought to play specific roles in controlling protein function. 
Elongated cavities provide migration channels, from the protein’s exterior to its interior, for the transport of 

ions and Small molecules to the active center of a protein or enzyme. Using Monte Carlo methods and molecular 
dynamics on fully atomistic protein/water models, a new computational methodology is described that is able 
to characterize a protein’s dynamic structure by following the time evolution spectrum of cavity and channel 
sizes. To demonstrate its utility, the new computational methodology is applied to wild type myoglobin and five 
of its mutants. Experimentally, it is known that mutant ligand-binding kinetics are slower relative to the wild 
type. Although the five mutants differ by only one amino acid (tryptophan exchange for another amino acid), 
the mutant’s computed cavity and channel size distributions reveal significant differences relative to wild type 
myoglobin. Computer visualization of the channels leading to the heme center indicates restricted ligand access 
for the mutants consistent with existing experimental observations. The new methodology provides a quantitative 
measure of the extent of structural misfolding in the mutants and could become a valuable computational tool for 
the structural characterization of proteins and enzymes.
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